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Abstract - A model was developed taking into consideration the heat and mass transfer processes in liquid-
sprayed fluidized beds. Such fluidized beds (FB) are used for granulation, coating and agglomeration. 
Conclusions are drawn on the relevance of particle dispersion, spraying and drying to temperature and 
concentrations distributions. In extension, the model was coupled with a population balance model to describe 
the particle size distribution and the seeds formation for continuous external FBSG (fluidized bed spray 
granulation) with non-classifying product discharge and a screening and milling unit in the seeds recycle. The 
effects of seeds formation on the stability of the process is discussed. 
Keywords: Fluidized bed; Granulation; Population balance. 

 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

The FBSG is a process used for the production of 
granular high-quality, free-flowing, low-dust and 
low-attrition solids originating from liquid products, 
e. g. solutions, suspensions, melts and emulsions. 
The advantage is the coupling of the wetting, 
drying, particle enlarging, shaping, homogenisation 
and separation processes and the the production in a 
single processing step (Uhlemann and Mörl, 1999). 
Especially for large production units a continuous 
operation of the FBSG is desirable. The continuous 
granulation process presents, unlike to the batch-
operation, the advantage to operate the plant under 
stationary condition at high throughputs. The 
stationary operation point is reached, provided 
constant granulate spectrum beside constant mass 
flows and constant thermal conditions, whereby 
initially fed granulates have to be removed at all.  

Sometimes this unsteady phase lasting up to a 
few hours. 

The aim of the following examinations is to 
study the stability behaviour of the FB by using of a 
one-dimensional population balance which is 
coupled with the heat and mass transfers in such 
liquid sprayed gas-solid fluidized beds to calculate 
the time dependent particle size distributions of the 
fluidized bed and of the product particles and the 
temperature and humidity progressions. Depending 
on the seeds formation mechanisms – overspray 
(non deposited dried drops), attrition, separation – a 
narrow or wide particle size distribution is obtained. 
Additionally, this work also introduces a 
mathematical model for the spatial temperature and 
humidity distributions, which are evaluated by 
measurements of the stationary spatial air 
temperatures at a semi-industrial fluidized bed pilot 
plant of the institute. 
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MODELLING OF THE HEAT AND MASS 
TRANSFER 

 
The heat and mass transfer is modelled as 

continuum, using a balance of the mass and the 
energy of the air, of the particles and of the liquid in 
the fluidized bed. A set of coupled partial 
differential equations for the time-dependent 
temperatures of particles and of liquid film, for the 
time and height dependent air humidity and air 
temperature as well as for the time-dependent 
wetting efficiency of the particles results with the 
following assumptions: 
 
Assumptions 

 
§ Ideal plug-flow of the fluidization gas (PFTR 

model). 
§ Solid mixing is described by axial and radial dispersion 

coefficients (Kawase and Moo-Young, 1987). 
§ The fluidization of the fluidized bed is 

homogeneous, i.e. the porosity of the bed is 
constant. 

§ The liquid on the particles forms a coherent film 
of constant thickness ∆f, which is independent of 
the particle diameter. 

§ Only the first period of drying is observed, i.e. the 
solid particles are non-hygroscopic and absorb no 
moisture. 

§ The wetting efficiency ϕ characterizes the ratio of 
wetted particle surface to total particle surface: 

 

P,wetted L

P,wetted P,unwetted L,max

A
A A

ρ
ϕ = =

+ ρ
                   (1) 

 
§ An adiabatic saturation of air with steam in the 

fluidized bed may be assumed. The water mass 
flow L,Evm&  that evaporates at the interface 
between humid air and water depends on the 
present steam pressure pSt and on the saturated 
steam pressure pSt,∞: 
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§ The wetted surface, related to the volume 

element, is *
PA (1 )− ε ϕ , and so 

*
LV,Ev A P Am A (1 ) (Y Y )∞= βρ − ε ϕ −&  which holds 

for the evaporated mass flow per volume unit 
(with β* = βρΑ). 

§ The heat flows between air and dry particle and 
between air and liquid film as well as between 
particle and liquid film are analogeous (αAP = 
αAF = αPF = α) and calculated after Gnielinski 
(1980). 

 
Balancing of the Components 

 
(a) Mass Balance of the Air 
 
The water loading of the air increases due to the 
evaporation flow of the liquid film on the particles 
into the air as a function of the mass transfer 
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The water loading Ldm&  in the volume element dV 
can be expressed using the dry air mass, the air 
humidity YA and the air density Aρ  as 
 

L A A A Adm Y dm Y dV= = ρ          (4) 
 
Using Eq. (4) in Eq.   (3) results to 
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The air density Aρ  and dV  are independent on 
time. With dV dAdz=  follows the time and 
height-dependent air humidity 
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(b) Energy Balance of the Air 
 

A heat flow between the unwetted part of the 
solid particles and the air and between the liquid 
film and the air occurs. Additionally, the enthalpy 
flow of the evaporated water from the liquid film 
increases the air energy. This enthalpy flow consists 
of the mass flow of the evaporated water, the 
evaporation enthalpy and the enthalpy of the steam 
in the air. The balancing of the enthalpy of the 
volume element dV dAdz=  results in  
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From the mass mass balance of the air results 
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Y Y
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The enthalpy of the air in the volume element  
 

( )A A A A A St A V,0dH c Y c h dV = ρ ϑ + ϑ + ∆           (9) 
 
depends on the time, since air humidity and air 
temperature are time-dependent. 

The dry air mass is constant, since a change of the 
density as a result of an increase or decrease of the 
temperature is equalized by a higher outflow or 
inflow of dry air. If the temporal change of the air 
enthalpy is broken down into the differential 
quotients of the time dependent quantities,  
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the time and height-dependent air temperature 
results: 
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(c) Mass Balance of the Liquid 
 

Assuming the particles are 100 % wetted, the 
maximum liquid concentration per volume element 
is calculable with the effective particle surface 

*
PA (1 )− ε , the liquid film thickness f∆  and the 

density of the liquid L Wwith ρ = ρ : 
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m
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The actual liquid mass per volume element results by 
multiplication with the wetting efficiency 
 

L L,maxρ = ϕρ              (13) 

The liquid loading of a volume element depends on 
the spatial mixing (dispersion) of the solid, on the 
evaporation flow and on the injected water flow per 
volume element 
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With the assumption of the horizontal and vertical 
particle dispersion the differential equation for the 
wetting efficiency is obtained: 
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(d) Energy Balance of the Liquid 
 

Heat is transported on the interfaces air–liquid 
film and particle–liquid film and described by the 
volume-based heat flows 
 

*
V,AL P AL Aq A (1 ) ( )∞= − ε ϕα ϑ − ϑ&                   (16) 

 
*

V,PL P PL Pq A (1 ) ( )∞= − ε ϕα ϑ − ϑ&                   (17) 
 
A correction factor is introduced, which specifies the 
ratio of the heat transfer coefficients between 
particle–liquid film and fluidized bed 
 

PLfα = α α                                                        (18) 
 
The evaporated liquid flow at the interface 
transports the enthalpy flow 

* *
P A St A V,0A (1 ) (Y Y )(c h )∞β − ε ϕ − ϑ + ∆ . 

The axial and radial particle dispersion, the heat 
flows between air and liquid film as well as between 
particle and liquid film, the enthalpy loss due to 
evaporation and the enthalpy flow of the injected 
liquid influence the enthalpy of the liquid film: 
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which is with L L,max Lh c ∞= ϕρ ϑ  proportional to the liquid film temperature 
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(e) Energy Balance of the Solid 
 

The temporal change of the enthalpy of the solid  
 

P P
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h
c

t t
∂ ∂ϑ

= ρ
∂ ∂

                                               (21) 

 
is determined by the particle dispersion and the heat 
transfers particle–air and particle–film. With the 
assumption of the homogeneous fluidization, ρS = 
(1-ε)ρP is local and time-independent and can be 
formulated before the differentials to calculate the 
particle temperature 
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Modelling of the Liquid Separation 
 

The temperature and humidity distribution in the 
FB is determined by the spatial distribution of the 
sprayed liquid and the liquid evaporation. The 
spraying area is limited by the spraying angle and 
the penetration depth of the nozzle. The spraying 
angle depends on the nozzle being used, while the 
penetration depth is determined by the intensity of 
the liquid drop deposition on the particles. The 
intensity of the drop deposition is described by a 
degree of net deposition (Heinrich and Mörl, 1999; 
Heinrich et al., 2003b). 

POPULATION BALANCE MODELLING 
 

Fluidized bed spray granulation is a size 
enlargement process. For the granulation a technique 
called layering is used, that adds small fractions of 
solids at the time to the surface of a particle called 
seed. In fluidized bed spray granulation the solids 
added are in liquid state as they are sprayed into the 
granulation chamber. If a droplet of this liquid hits a 
particle of the fluidized bed material before it returns 
into solid state, it spreads on the surface of the 
particle and returns into solid state here (e.g. by 
evaporation of the solvent), leaving a new thin shell 
of solid material. Because of the stochastic nature of 
the particle movement, it can be assumed that, 
statistically speaking, every given fraction of the 
cumulative surface of the bed material receives the 
fraction of the liquid sprayed in, that correlates with 
it’s percentage. Counteracting the granulation, the 
process of attrition is constantly reducing the size of 
the particles, by abrading small fractions of solids 
from the surface of the particles. 

A formulation for the size enlargement model is 
used that is based on a combination of the work of 
(Mörl, 1977 and Mörl, 1981), providing a surface 
proportional kinetics for the pure granulation process 
and the work of (Rangelova at al., 2004) giving a 
surface proportional kinetics for the attrition process 
(Katt). Mörl’s model assumes that the solids 
deposition rate for a given particle in the bed 
material only depends on the suspension spray rate, 
the solids fraction of the suspension and the surface 
fraction of this particle, related to the cumulative 
particle surface of the granules in the fluidized bed 
(bed material surface). In this model a small particle 
gets less solids per unit time than a large one, but the 
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growth rate, i.e. the change of diameter over time, is 
equal for all the particles. Additional assumptions are: 
 
Assumptions 

 
§ Ideal plug flow of the fluidization gas (PFTR 

model), 
§ Total backmixing of the particles (CSTR model), 
§ the fluidization of the fluidized bed is 

homogeneous, i.e. the porosity of the bed is 
constant, 

§ the liquid load of the fluidizing material is 
independent of the location (uniform distribution), 

§ all particles are spheres, 
§ Hold-up material and the sprayed solid with the 

suspension have same densities, 
§ agglomeration and breakage processes are not 

considered, 
§ residence time of the discharged, elutriated and 

re-fed particle streams is negligibly small. 
 
Balancing 
 

Processes changing the state are modeled in 
terms of a particle population balance (PB), based 
on the work of (Randolf and Larson,1988), that was 
simplified for the purpose of pure granulation, as 
earlier published (Heinrich et al., 2002 and 2003a), 
leading to Eq. 1: 
 

( ) ( )P,tot 0 P,tot 0 in in out out
P 0 P 0

P

N q N q G
N q N q

t d

∂ ∂
= − + −

∂ ∂
& &  (23) 

 
The original model, though, does not take into 

account that in real life pure granulation is quite 
rare. A nearly unavoidable stream of very small 
particles is created by processes like attrition and 
overspraying (the fraction of droplets of the 
suspension KOS that dry before they hit a particle). 
Since they are so small, a fraction of these particles 
is bound to the wet surface of bed materials particles 
right away (Kgrowth). Even so this is in principle a 
kind of agglomeration, since the size difference of 
the particles is so big, the effect on the seed particles 
is not different as for the drying of a droplet that 
hits, so it can be modeled as an addition to the 
granulation. The rest of these small particles is 
ejected with the leaving fluidization gas. Usually 
this gas is cleaned by some kind of separation 
device (e.g. cyclone, filter, etc.). If a fraction of the 
dust Ksep is recycled into the granulator, it again gets 
the chance to contribute to the granulation. The 
extended model implemented takes these effects 
into account, to formulate an expression for the rate 
of change in the cumulative mass of the bed 
material: 

P P
e
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m A
m

t A
∂

=
∂

&                                                (24) 

 

e susp w OS growth sep

att P,tot growth sep

m m (1 x ) 1 K (1 K K )

K A K K 1

 = − − − + 

 + − 

& &
     (25) 

 
Fig. 1 provides a scheme for the mass balance of a 
granulator, used to derived Eq.      (25) for em& . 

By replacing the mass of the particles by the 
density and the diameter, the growth rate G can be 
obtained: 
 

eP

P P,tot

2md
G

t A
∂

= =
∂ ρ

&
                                           (26) 

 
For coupling the particle system model and the 

heat and mass transfer model, a characteristic scalar 
value for the average size of the particles is needed. 
In the implementation the Sauter-diameter d32 is 
used: 
 

P,tot
32 P

P P,tot

6m
d d

A
= =

ρ
                                           (27) 

 
Considering ideal particle mixing, each particle 

will be non-classified discharged with the same 
probability at external classification. With the 
assumption of constant bed mass the particle stream 
to discharge is calculable (Heinrich et al., 2002). 
During the subsequent screening, the discharged 
particle stream is divided into oversize, product and 
undersize. To describe the classification efficiency 
of the screen a cumulative curve function T 
analogous to a normal distribution with an average 
diameter dscreen for the mesh size and a standard 
deviation σscreen is applied. T denotes the probability 
that a particle remains on the screen, and 
consequently (1 - T) specifies the probability of the 
particle passing through the screen. If two 
consecutive screens are used, having the 
classification probabilities T1 and T2, three particle 
streams are generated. The first particle stream, 
passes through both screens and is returned 
unaltered into the fluidized bed. The product stream 
contains the particles that have passed the first 
screen, but have been held back by the second 
screen. The third stream, the screen oversize, 
consists those particles which could not pass the 
first screen. These particles are milled and 
subsequently fed into the granulator with the screen 
undersize stream (Heinrich et al., 2002).  
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Figure 1:  Balance scheme around the granulator. 
 
 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Temperature and Humidity Distributions 
 

For the spatial steady-state presentation of the 
balance variables, a top-down water spraying 
process into a FB of platic particles (dP,32 = 3.2 mm, 
mbed = 370 kg) was simulated (Figure 2). Two 
single-fluid full cone spray nozzle (spraying angle = 
60°) is positioned in the in the height of the FB 
(diameter: 1.5 m, height: 0.6 m). The air humidity 
increases almost linearly in the axial direction with 
the distance from the distributor plate. The air 
temperature decreases strongly directly over the 
distributor plate, reaches already in the FB the outlet 
temperature, and remains throughout the FB area 
almost constant. In other words, an average constant 
bed temperature may be assumed. The particle 
temperature, which is not shown in the figure, 
decreases slowlier than the air temperature due to 
the particles’ heat capacity, and during stationary 

operation lies somewhat under the air temperature in 
the FB area. The particles withdraw energy from the 
air in the lower FB zone, while in the upper zone 
energy is transferred from the particles to the air. 
The particle temperature is locus-independent, due 
to the high air–particle and air–liquid film heat 
transfer, as well as due to the high axial particle-, 
and therefore also liquid mixing. The maximum and 
minimum values are only a hundredth degree Kelvin 
apart. The wetting efficiency is maximal near the 
nozzle, while the liquid film temperature, 
approximating the air saturation temperature in the 
middle, is at this position minimum. This is due to 
the fact that the water is sprayed with a temperature 
of 20 °C, and so the liquid film temperature sinks 
where energy is absorbed from the particles, and 
increases where the energy is emitted. Evaporation 
takes place primarily near the nozzle. During 
stationary operation the liquid is distributed evenly 
in the bed, and the evaporation flow sinks with the 
air humidity on the axial direction. 
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Figure 2: Calculated stationary spatial temperature and humidity distributions in a water sprayed fluidized bed 
( Am&  = 7 kg/s, YA,in = 0.005 kg/kg, waterm&  = 0.005 kg/s, ϑA = 60 °C, DZ = 0.1 m2/s, DR = 0.1 m2/s) 
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Figure 3: Measured stationary spatial air temperature distributions of a water sprayed FB  

of plastic spheres ( Am =& 25000 kg/h, ϑA = 60 °C). 
 

A number of stationary spatial air temperature 
distributions were measured with a special probe (14 
PTFE isolated NiCr-Ni thermocouples for protection 
of heat conduction, wetting and particle contact) in a 
water-sprayed industrial-scale plant (total height: 10 
m, diameter: 1.5 m, cross section area = 1.77 m²). 
The water was atomized by four single-fluid full 
cone spray nozzles ( Lm =& 4 x 45 kg/h) into a 
monodisperse FB of plastic spheres (d32,bed = 3.3 mm, 
ρP = 1380 kg/m³, mbed = 370 kg). The plant was 
operated discontinuously. The chamber walls were 
isolated with mineral wool to approximate adiabatic 
conditions. The height was adjusted in 50 resp. 100 
mm steps, starting directly 0 mm over the 
distribution plate up to the nozzle height at 600 mm. 
The radial measurement succeeded in 15° steps. 
Figure 3 illustrate measured spatial air temperature 
distributions in the FB. The left side of the diagram 
shows the whole bed in horizontal layers, while the 
right side shows a vertical cross-section through the 
FB at a nozzle level 120°/300°. 

The air temperature gradients shows an 
inhomogeneous particle and liquid distribution. The 
nozzles‘s shapes can easily be recognized. Three 
characteristic zones form are formed: A heat transfer 
right over the distributor plate; the heated particles 
reach the upper zones, where they dispose their 
stored heat for the evaporation process; an average 
constant air temperature forms the largest part of the 
FB, due to the high heat and mass transfer. At the 
upper sprayed part of the FB a mass transfer zone is 
formed, from which cold particles are transported to 
the lower part of the FB and absorb heat. These 

results reconfirm statements of Smith and Nienow 
(1982), of Maronga and Wnukowski (1997) and 
Trojosky (1991). 
 
Particle Size Distributions 
 

In Figure 4, the scheme of the continuous 
granulation process with external separation and 
recycle is shown with the parameters of the 
simulations. A cylindrical fluidized bed apparatus 
with a diameter of 0.4 m was selected. As process 
parameters, the hold-up mass was set to 20 kg (ρP = 
1500 kg/m³, cS = 790 J/(kg K), λS = 1.1 W/(m K)) 
and the suspension injection rate was 50 kg/h with 
ϑL,in = 20 °C, xS = 30 mass-%. The operation 
velocity is set 15 times higher as the minimal 
fluidization velocity (ϑA,in = 220 °C, YA,in = 0.01 
kg/kg). 

The efficiency of the granulation by layering is 
described by Kgrowth. In the simulations a Kgrowth of 95 
% is assumed, which means that 95 % of the re-fed 
fines by attrition and overspray are deposited on the 
particles as dust inclusion for layered growth while 
10 % of the re-fed fines forms new internal seeds. In 
practice, a better dust inclusion and an enhanced 
growth (increase of Kgrowth) can be achieved if the 
entrance of the recycled fines is near wet zones (e.g. 
in the nozzle region). Furthermore, we assume that 
5 % of the injected solid mass forms dust from non-
deposited and elutriated liquid drops (KOS = 5 %), 
while the particle stress leads to a surface related 
attrition coefficient of Katt = 0.005 kg/(m²h). The 
efficiency of the separator is 95 %. 
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In simulation 1 a granulation process is 
investigated in which the fraction of the sieve 
oversize is milled into a coarse diameter range (dm = 
0.75 mm). Number density distributions q0 with 
assumed Gaussian normal distribution, an average 

diameter of d and a standard deviation of σ,  are used 
to input the distribution parameters of hold-up, of 
overspray, of dust (seeds by attrition), of screen 
oversize product, of screen undersize product and of 
milling product. The parameters are given in Table 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Flow sheet for the continuous process with external separation. 
 

Table 1: Parameters of the particle dize distributions of the simulations. 
 

Hold-up 
dbed,0 0.65 mm 
σbed,0 0.077 mm 

Overspray 
dOS 0.21 mm 
σOS 0.023 mm 

Dust 
ddu 0.5 mm 
σdu 0.08 mm 

Mill 
dm 0.75 (Sim 1) mm 
 0.6 (Sim 2) mm 
σm 0.05 mm 

Screen (oversize) 
dscreen,o 1.2 mm 
σscreen,o 0.06 mm 

Screen (undersize) 
dscreen,u 0.8 mm 
σscreen,u 0.06 mm 
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A coarser milling reduces the number of seeds 
particles, increases the mass-related surface and 
promotes the particle growth. As recognizable in 
Figure 5 and 6, the fluctuations decreases and the 
process is in a steady state after 16 hours. The central 
condition is the continuous screen oversize flux and 
the constant non-classifying discharge, which leads 
to a constant bed mass. The pneumatic parameters 
illustrates a steady-state Reynolds number around 
100 and a suitable bed height of 0.62 m with high 
bed porosities, whereby the operation point is 
between the fluidization point and the discharge 
point. As is recognizable, the bed mass is constant 
during the entire start-up and the number of particles 
in the bed, the particle surface in the bed and the heat 
and mass transfer parameter are constant after 16 
hours. The wetting efficiency of 13 % is ideal for 
layering granulation. The Sauter diameter of the 
particles in the bed and final product are almost the 
same with 0.98 mm. The particle size distribution 
indicates a bimodal distribution caused by the re-
feeding of fine seeds in constrast to the hold-up 
material. The steady-state concerning population 
balances is obtained, when all particles originating 
from hold-up material are removed. 

In Simulation 2 the degree of milling is increased 
(dmill = 0.4 mm). The hold-up in the apparatus is 
sprayed with a constant solid suspension rate. With 
the assumption of the uniform wetting of the particles 
a surface proportional growth occurs for the first 
period of 2 hours. Then, a large number of fine-milled 
particles with a large specific surface is re-fed into the 
bed as internal seeds. As a result a slowing down of 
the growth process is noticeable. That means, as a 
result of the fine milling the screen oversize mass 
flow completely disappears at some time intervals. 
The constant production or re-fed of seeds is the 
central condition for a stable continuous fluidized bed. 
The process has no internal damping (Figure 7 and 
Figure 8). With increased process time the amplitudes 
of the oscillations increases and the process runs 
unstable due to the fine milling of the screen oversize 
particles. By the constant discharge of particles and 
the following external separation, all granulates which 
correspond to the fraction of the sieveoversize are 
sieved out. The entire particle spectrum of the 
particles in bed is below the sieve oversize fraction, 
which is tantamount to a standstill of the feeding-in of 
seeds. Avoiding this state, a constant flux of oversize 
granules has to be achieved by a large growth rate. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Calculated number density distribution in the fluidized bed of a continuous  
granulation process with stable behaviour (Sim. 1). 
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Figure 6: Calculated parameters of a continuous granulation process with stable behaviour (Sim. 1). 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 7: Calculated number density distribution in the fluidized bed of a  
continuous granulation process with unstable behaviour (Sim. 2). 
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Figure 8: Calculated parameters of a continuous granulation process with unstable behaviour (Sim. 2). 
 

 
CONCLUSIONS 

 
The presented heat and mass transfer model for a 

liquid sprayed gas/solid FB allows the calculation of 
wetting, deposition and drying of the sprayed-in 
drops onto FB particles. The heat- and mass transfer 
model provides perceptions over spatial 
temperature- and concentration fields. Simulation 
results and experiments determined that a narrow 
area right above the distributor plate exists, which 
may be defined as the heat transfer zone. There the 
air temperature decreases strongly (after few particle 
layers) due to energy absorbed by colder particles. 
As a result of the dispersion, these particles reach 
the FB surface, where their energy is transferred 
back to the air at the spraying area. The liquid on the 
particles evaporates through its contact with the air 
and so the air humidity rises. The spraying zone can 

therefore be defined as a mass transfer zone and is 
characterized by high wetting efficiency. An 
average constant bed temperature is between both 
zones. The model was coupled with a population 
balance model for the calculation of the time-
dependent particle size distribution in the FB -or in 
the product mass flow during continuous operation 
with external separation and milling - taking into 
account attrition, dust formation, self-nucleation and 
product discharge. 
 

 
NOMENCLATURE 

 
A surface area, with A* = A/V m² 
c specific heat capacity J/(kg K) 
d diameter m 
D dispersion coefficient m²/s 
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∆f liquid film thickness m 
G growth rate m/s 
∆hV specific heat of evaporation J/kg 
H height m 
K coefficient (-) 
m mass kg 
m&  mass flow kg/s 

*m&  mass flow per area kg/(m² s) 
M molar mass kg/mol 
N particle number (-) 
N&  particle flux 1/s 
p pressure Pa 
R universal gas constant J/(mol K) 
Re Reynolds number (-) 
t time s 
T temperature K 
V volume m³ 
w velocity m/s 
Y gas moisture content (dry 

basis) 
kg/kg 

z length coordinate              
m 

 
Subscripts 
 
A air (-) 
att attrition (-) 
bed fluidized bed (-) 
e effective (-) 
Ev evaporation (-) 
F fluidization (-) 
in at inlet (-) 
inuc  internal seeds (-) 
L liquid (-) 
OP operation point (-) 
OS overspray (-) 
out at outlet (-) 
P particle (-) 
S solid (-) 
St steam (-) 
tot total (-) 
W water (-) 
0 initial (-) 
∞ saturation point (-) 
 

Greek Symbols 
 

α heat transfer coefficient  W/(m² K) 
β mass transfer coefficient m/s 
 
 

ε porosity of the fluidized bed m³/m³ 
ϑ temperature  °C 
ρ density   kg/m³ 
σ standard deviation  mm 
ϕ wetting efficiency   (-) 
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